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Tips For Installing AIS On Your Boat

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/tips-for-installing-ais-on-your-boat/

AIS stands for Automatic Identification System and that is exactly what it does. When asked about AIS,
we often use the example of exchanging virtual boat “business cards” on the water.  AIS information
includes the vessel name, call sign, vessel size, and navigation data such as present location, course on
ground, and speed on ground.  AIS information can be used on its own, but most often the information is
displayed on your boat’s chartplotter by overlaying each AIS target’s physical location, Course Over
Ground (COG), Speed Over Ground (SOG), and other information in relation to your position and COG.
Some chartplotters will even predict potential collisions and warn the operator. Since AIS information is
transmitted over VHF frequencies, it does better than line of sight, and commonly is able to receive AIS
broadcasts over low mountains or islands. Unlike radar, AIS can effectively “see” around corners. This
can be a huge safety benefit in inclement weather or when navigating the many islands and passes of the
Pacific Northwest, and it is a great complement to your existing radar. Also, because AIS includes the
vessel’s MMSI number and name, hailing a particular ship over VHF can be simplified.

An MMSI number is like a phone number for your boat. When a boat changes hands, you must fill out an
application to register the change of ownership to ensure that Coast Guard has the correct emergency
contact information. 

AIS is a fully automated tracking system used to identify and track other vessels visually, as a method of
collision avoidance. Passenger ships, such as ferries, tugboats and most large commercial vessels, have a
Class A transceiver (12 watts), to send and receive AIS information on VHF frequencies. Some
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recreational boaters opt to transmit AIS information using a Class B transceiver (2 watts). AIS
information is free and no subscription is required. All you need to take full advantage of AIS is a VHF or
AIS antenna and AIS receiver (and/or transceiver), plus a compatible chartplotter or smartphone/tablet.

Most major chartplotter manufacturers have their own AIS components, today we are going to look at the
Vesper Marine WatchMate XB-8000 smartAIS transponder with Wi-Fi and an NMEA 2000 gateway. 
One of the unique things about this product is that you can use it even if you don’t have a chartplotter. 
The WatchMate App allows you to monitor navigation data, AIS and GPS alarms from your mobile
device over a local Vesper Wi-Fi network.  The XB-8000 will transmit your position over radio
frequencies every 3 minutes when your speed is under 2 knots or every 30 seconds otherwise and your
vessel information is transmitted every 6 minutes.

Installation

The Vesper WatchMate XB-8000 receiver is small, which makes is easier to interface with your
chartplotter and requires minimum wire runs.  Remember to write down the Serial Number from the unit
before you install it, as this is required to set up the Wi-Fi.

Let’s take a look at the connections required; power, an AIS or VHF antenna and the GPS.

Power – A 5 foot power cable with attached 10 pin plug is supplied with the XB-8000; you may
extend this cable if necessary.  When attaching the cable ensure you fully engage the locking ring
to make a watertight seal.  Always use a 2A fuse or circuit breaker; do not connect directly to the
battery and if you must extend the power connections, use high quality pre-tinned marine grade
wire, which is at least 16AWG.
AIS/VHF Antenna or a VHF Antenna with a splitter – The AIS system uses two special “data
only” channels in the VHF frequency range, so almost any VHF antenna can be used to receive
and transmit AIS data.  The problem is that both the AIS and the VHF antenna should be installed
at the highest point of the boat. However, if you choose to install two antennas, they must be a
minimum of 5 feet apart otherwise all of the 25W power of the VHF will go directly into the AIS
receiver and damage it.

If you would prefer to use your existing VHF antenna, make sure it has a vertical radiator, an antenna
gain of 3dB or similar and an impedance of 50ohm.  In the past, boaters preferred to install two antennas
instead of an antenna and splitter because the reception was compromised on both the VHF and the AIS. 
That concern has been eliminated with new technology.  As far as a digital splitter, we recommend the
Vesper SP160, which is designed specifically for use with Vesper Marine AIS transponders.  It has
connections for AIS, VHF, AM/FM radio and requires an external power source.

Use the the WatchMate App to view the satellite signal strengths to determine the best location to mount
the GPS antenna.

If you are a competent DIY’er with basic wiring skills, this should be a 6 – 9 hour installation.  AIS is a
great safety tool for any boat and works as a good addition to radar alone.  The Wi-Fi capability allows
everyone onboard to use a smart phone or tablet to follow along on the journey.  Combined with the
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ability to transmit, it allows you to see and be seen.

About The Author

Jeff Cote

Pacific Yacht Systems - 

Jeff Cote is a systems design engineer and owner of Pacific Yacht Systems, a full service shop delivering
marine electrical and navigation solutions for recreational boats. Visit their website and blog for info and
articles on marine electrical systems, projects and more: www.pysystems.ca.

_______________________________________________
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What's a Few Hazards...

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/whats-a-few-hazards/

So much can be said for a cruise from one bay to another as to whether it is pleasant and uneventful or
challenging and difficult. Planning and weather forecasts will be factors, but not necessarily all-defining
ones. In fact the angle of view; before the trip is begun; while underway; daytime, nighttime and of
course once the next destination has been reached, will often make it seem as if there are totally different
realities being experienced and remembered. Things often seem better once the sun comes up and once
you drop anchor.

Originally our intention was to stay in Mazatlan a week or possibly two, but as time passed we found
more and more enjoyment exploring the many areas of the city. We had to be in Guaymas to haul out for
the summer months, and we booked a tentative date for a haul out with the understanding that it be
flexible based on how the trip north unfolded. Weather or a lack of willingness to leave, or tides and
moon phase creating more extreme tides, are all reasons to delay. Our departure was delayed by dredging
work, and was then a little hairy due to the channel’s shallowness and strong current. I wondered if this
was an omen of a very challenging cruise ahead.
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We pointed north and before long darkness set in, but the full moon made for most of the night not being
ink black. The distance between Mazatlan and Topolobampo is about 200 nautical miles. We would never
have assumed it would take five nights and three hours short of five days to finally anchor there. The
winds were such that the entire trip was “going to weather”. The currents were harsh and at times, with
engine working hard, we were making less than 2 knots. We experienced more than ever before, big
differences between set course and course over ground. The story of our passage was told in the jagged
line of our track.

We were able to sail or motor sail and make reasonable headway north, then lose much of it on the next
tack. The ride was rough, progress slow and sleep was usually in one hour stints, with a few 2 or 2 1/2
hour sleeps snuck in. Things kept breaking, hoses came loose and the engine raw water strainers clogged
with algae growth, causing the engine to heat up. The clutch on the main sail mast came loose and
required tightening. The furler refused to run smoothly, the sail tangled and one of the eyes that directs
the furling line broke. All of these issues were resolved under way. The often rough conditions made for a
very tired crew, and trying to compensate for the constant movement made muscles ache.

The worst of the issues was catching drift nets, not one night but two! The first night the fishermen came
along side in their panga and helped to untangle the net. They ended up with one of our red fender buoys,
but that seemed insignificant after the ordeal of trying to clear the net. In both incidents the nets were
caught not in the propeller, but between the bottom of the rudder and the skeg. At one point, with the
wind and current pushing us and being held by one net, we had to run the engine to avoid yet more nets. It
was a huge stroke of luck that the net never got caught in the propeller.

The second night was far worse. We thought we had only a small portion of net behind us, but realized
we were basically “anchored” by it. We had no idea just how much line we had caught until morning. It
was kind of amusing to see the sea lion behind the boat, as if he was expecting some dinner from the net.
David reached a National Geographic ship on the VHF, but they said they were too far away to assist.
There was no real urgency to our situation. We had hit the net during David’s down time and since we
knew it would have to wait til daylight, he went back to try and rest and I monitored our location to make
sure we were not heading anywhere worse than where we were. After some time, I realized we were not
moving much. We were about ten nautical miles offshore and the anchor light was on so I also went for a
rest.

When the sun came up, we heard the voices of fishermen pulling their catch from yet another net.
Although anchored by the net, we had slowly drifted a couple of miles. The fishermen did not understand
much of what we said, so I got out a translation book, which seemed to amuse them. I am pretty sure I
heard a little English amongst their laughter, saying that I was “like a girl”. I had to smile.
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 Catching a fishing net

We needed some kind of hook and line to grab the net (we had already lost one of the fenders to the
fishermen who helped remove the previous net, plus our rigging knife and nearly lost our boat hook).
Finally, I found something inherited from a friend’s boat that I realized might be of use: a thing we never
quite figured out the purpose of but had kept just in case. We managed to hook the net and put its line on
one of our secondary winches and cleat it above the water. We waited until the nearby fishermen had
hauled their nets and catch before pulling the line aboard. The winching in of the net went quite smoothly
and we managed to get it all on board. We then launched our dinghy and, armed with kitchen scissors, I
went to the stern and cut away as much net as I could reach and cut the line so the float on it would not
obstruct the line being pulled between the skeg and rudder. I was thrilled with just how easily this was
accomplished with only a couple of light bumps of my head on the hull. The sea state had cooperated and
the dinghy was not tossed about wildly. As far as we could tell, we managed to pull all of the net, line and
buoys aboard our boat.
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 getting the fishing net aboard

We bunched up and stuffed the net into our helm cover. The fishermen were done with their work and
came alongside to see if we were okay. We offered them the net and a couple of them jumped aboard and
dumped the net into their boat, along with their neatly folded net and five or six marlins that appeared
larger than me. What a relief to not have a fishy-smelling net onboard until we got somewhere to dispose
of it, and hopefully it is being repurposed.

The last night was uneventful, but the two of us were pretty exhausted by this point. There was, however,
nothing to do but continue to our destination. In the morning, we noticed a Coast Guard boat nearing us.
The crew include both Coast Guard and military. There was quite a language barrier, but it seemed the
National Geographic boat had passed along our predicament. We were asked a few questions about what
had happened and if it was now resolved. The Coast Guard boat came alongside and one member boarded
to check our paperwork. They could not have been more professional, polite and courteous. They
provided us with a satellite phone to contact a Coast Guard official who spoke English, and we were
asked if we needed anything at all. Our paperwork was in order, so the Coast Guard left and we were on
our way. It was a reassurance that there is so much help on the water from so many sources.

When we arrived at the entrance to the well-marked channel into Topolobampo, it was still a little
unnerving to be entering a new, unknown place and we were anxious to anchor and rest. Part way into the
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channel, a large ship was heading out so we slowed, pulled aside and waited for it to pass. After pretty
much three hours, we arrived at a spot where we could anchor. We were a little surprised that other than
pangas, there was not a single other boat anchored anywhere in the bay. We spent a lot of hours sleeping
through the afternoon, evening and night, trying to catch up on our rest. The next morning, the Harbour
Master came alongside and told us we were not anchored in the correct area and we had to move. He
pointed to where we could anchor, advised us the bottom was small rocks and we needed to take care in
setting the anchor. He also pointed out we were not flying our Canadian flag (it had been damaged in the
net incident and we had not pulled out the new one). We pulled the 150 feet of 3/8? chain we had out
(with our manual windlass), moved and in a shallower area dropped 125 feet of chain. We could not get
the anchor to set, pulled it again, moved to another location and dropped the same 125 feet of chain. That
time it set.

The cruise from Mazatlan to Topolobampo was long, challenging and exhausting. We also had some
amazing sailing, both daytime and nighttime, and when coming along the channel, we had a greeting
party of several dancing and performing seals, followed by a pod of dolphins.

About The Author

Diane Cherry

Ricky T - Constellation

I started sailing in 1980 with my husband David and sons Ben and David (then 3 and 1). In 2005 we
bought a Catalina 30 in Nanaimo, sailed it to Vancouver and had it trucked to Kootenay Lake. We have
planned for many years to do the offshore experience and in 2011 finally found the boat we wanted. In
2014 we closed our business in Nelson, relocated to Nanaimo and started the preparations to leave. In
October 2018, we left Victoria and started our journey down the coast of the US and Mexico. The boat is
now in the Sea of Cortez. The crew is back for Summer in Canada but will return to Mexico in the Fall
2019 to continue the adventure.

_______________________________________________
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A New Resource for Would-be Offshore Women Sailors

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/a-new-resource-for-would-be-offshore-women-sailors/

Blue Water Women by Gina de Vere (ISBN: 978-1-68157-148-5) on Amazon

We have met many men who would really like to involve their women-folk in offshore travel and I feel
this book would be a great assist.

I have been really impressed with the work Bluewater Cruising Association (BCA) does to help boat-
owners who are contemplating their first long offshore voyage. I wish I had known about it over 25 years
ago, before Larry and I started on our first trip to Hawaii.  It’s a wonderful organization and it offers all
the right services and educational opportunities for people to learn what they need to know to get going.

To add to the great value BCA offers offshore sailors, now there’s a resource focused on offshore
women. Gina de Vere interviewed many women sailors, including Beth Cooper and myself from BCA, to
write a book based on practical advice for women planning to go offshore sailing. On the book website
you can read about all the women who were interviewed.
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 Mary Anne holding
Gina de Vere’s book aboard Traversay III

Blue Water Women provides a trustworthy foundation to start life at sea, drawn from shared experiences
from other woman-sailors. The book proves that there are as many ways to be a “Cruising Woman” as
there are individual women, as it covers basic facts about all the things you need to know, highlighting
your freedom to make the adventure your own in your own way. You can enjoy the variety and
excitement of ever-changing destinations … learning a language and making new friends here and there.
Or you can settle in and enjoy being ‘at home’ in a new country while sharing the experiences with other
like-minded cruisers. The experience will be what you make of it.

As the famous Lin Pardey says in her preface to the book:

“As willing as men are to encourage women afloat, they have different concerns, different ways of
handling stress, different strengths and weaknesses, different ways of teaching, and most had father-and-
mentor-instilled mechanical skills to draw on as they learned to handle and maintain a boat.”

This book is a valuable resource in the BCA ‘toolkit’ and it should be shared with newcomers to our
group.
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About The Author

Laurence Roberts and Mary Anne Unrau

Traversay III - Waterline 43', Cutter-rigged steel hull

Laurence and Mary Anne have sailed over 90,000 miles in the boat since her first launch. They have
crossed every meridian and reached latitudes from 65 S on the Antarctic Peninsula to 80 N at the
northwest tip of Spitsbergen. Ports of Call have included such diverse spots as Pitcairn, South Georgia,
Hamburg, Darwin and the Northwest Passage with lots of places between. 

In 2013 they sailed from St. Katharines Marina, London in late March and voyaged to Victoria, British
Columbia in October via south English ports, the Irish Sea, the Hebrides, Iceland, Greenland, the
Northwest Passage and Alaska.

Their most recent voyage started and ended from with a departure from the Causeway Marina, Victoria in
mid-April 2014 in a North Pacific circuit with stops in Mexico, Hawaii, King Cove Alaska and a return to
Victoria heading south from a Canadian landfall in Prince Rupert. 

_______________________________________________
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Electric Dinghy Engine Update

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/electric-dinghy-engine-update/

It’s been a few years since we reported on our new electric dinghy engine (December 2012 Currents). We
have updates to share and some observations about a new battery technology, but first a recap in case you
aren’t able to immediately get your hands on that valuable back-issue.

We bought ‘Stealth’, our MinnKota 55/S electric outboard in May 2011, and used it with our inflatable
tender while cruising around Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands. It accompanied us to Mexico in
2015, where we use it for snorkeling, bird-watching, mangrove-exploring, and general transportation.

Stealth has held up fine over the past eight years. It still runs smoothly in forward and reverse, and the
moving parts (tilt, steering, propeller depth, transom clamps, and handle extension) haven’t broken and
function well. There are no signs of corrosion, though the white paint on the lower drive unit has blistered
and is flaking off the cast aluminum housing. However, this is just a cosmetic problem. On the cosmetic
topic, two years ago we spray-painted portions of the engine with a yellow acrylic; this was done purely
for identification and as a theft-deterrent measure. We don’t know if that was necessary, but our engine
hasn’t gone missing yet.
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We’ll just make a short statement about maintenance costs for our electric engine since 2011: none. No
tune-ups, no spark-plug changes, no oil and filter replacement… nothing. We merely rinse off the motor
with fresh water a few times per year before storage, and we’ve spread a bit of Lanocote (lubricant and
corrosion preventer) on the threads of the transom screws. We initially had doubts about the durability of
the plastic propeller, but so far it has held up fine, despite running it into sand and even some gravel a few
times. The edges are slightly dulled, but it still pushes us around with minimal vibration.

Powering the Engine

Two sealed lead-acid (SLA) batteries of approx 35 Amp-Hours that we bought in 2011 have worked hard:
discharges below 20% capacity, overcharging (before we obtained a proper regulator) and 6+ months
sitting untended during the off-seasons. Despite this, they have survived decently. One battery seems as
though it still has about 2/3 of its as-new capacity; the second perhaps 1/3. In November 2018, we
decided to replace the weaker of the two batteries, so after a lot of research we spent the extra bucks for a
lithium battery. The model we chose is the Smart Battery SB35.

 Batteries

You can see from the photo that the old and new batteries have the same dimensions, black rugged plastic
housing, and screw terminals on top. There used to be a label on Lilith (our name for the lithium battery),
but we removed it to avoid drawing extra attention. The Smart Battery line of lithium batteries are
designed to be drop-in replacements for lead-acid batteries. Inside, however, they are quite different from
lead-acids. In addition to lithium cells, the SB35 contains a charge-monitoring circuit that prevents over-
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charging, over-discharging, or too high of a current. The most striking difference isn’t seen in the photo:
Lilith, at 10 lbs, is less than 1/2 the weight of the SLA, and effortless to heft back onboard from the
dinghy!

The weight advantage is one reason we willingly paid about $600 (5-times the cost of a standard lead-
acid) for Lilith. Other advantages for us are:

can deliver higher current. This lets us run the motor at a faster throttle. Powered by our SLA
batteries, Stealth will not speed up any further past 60% throttle setting; with Lilith, we notice an
increase in speed up to about the 75% throttle setting.
much longer life. After 2000 full discharge cycles, the SB35 is expected to retain 80% of its
original capacity (i.e. approx 29 A-Hr). A typical SLA might yield only 200 full-discharge cycles,
and to reach a 1000-cycle life one would have to limit discharges to less than 30%.

One of the characteristics of lithium batteries is that their voltage doesn’t drop as much as lead-acid when
discharging. This leads to a problem: one doesn’t necessarily notice the battery is approaching empty.
With a lead-acid battery, the motor just runs slower and slower as the battery discharges. With Lilith, the
motor runs at about the same speed right up until it is depleted. At that point, built-in circuitry cuts off the
output instantly. Thus there is no warning provided by gradually slowing – it just stops. This means we
have to monitor the distance we have traveled or running time more closely, in order to predict when a
recharge is due.

So how does Lilith perform in real life? We took our dinghy for a spin with Lilith fully-charged and ran
around the anchorage at approximately 2.4 knots (corresponding to a throttle setting of about 50%) until
the battery was depleted. There was a light wind of less than 5 knots and the seas were less than 0.2m (1/2
foot). As shown in the GPS track of our test run, we covered 4.99 nautical miles before the battery
stopped. This is 39% farther than the SLA battery could carry us, so we are pleased having a much lighter
battery that also performs better in a real world test.
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We have summarized the comparison between SLA batteries and Lilith in the following table.

You likely have heard accounts of lithium batteries in cell phones or laptops overheating or even catching
fire. This is a legitimate concern. Lithium metal is highly reactive, and can burn if a cell casing loses its
integrity. Consequently, battery manufacturers have been developing designs and chemistries that are
safer and are required to include built-in circuitry preventing the main causes of battery destruction:
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overheating, over-charging, and over-discharging. Our lithium battery uses a LiFePO4 (Lithium Iron
Phosphate) chemistry, which doesn’t exhibit thermal runaway, unlike the lithium-ion batteries usually
found in phones and other small devices. Driven by the widespread use of lithium batteries in such
applications as electric cars, these batteries now have very low failure rates. We much prefer having a
lithium battery rather than volatile gasoline on board.

We’ll close this article with three comments related to practical aspects of dinghy motor batteries. First,
we keep two batteries on hand, so that one can be charging aboard Hoku Pa’a (via solar panels), while
the other is in use on the dinghy.

Second, as you can guess, we frequently connect and disconnect the battery and the motor. For safety, we
detach one of the battery cables while our dinghy is hauled onto the beach (to prevent folks from injuring
themselves by playing with the throttle: the motor starts instantly). The batteries come with threaded
terminals for a bolt, which can be a little annoying if one needs a wrench each time. Our solution has been
to use wingnuts, which one can tighten adequately by hand. Lacking ready-made ones for our new lithium
battery, we made a set using two bolts, two short sections of hose, and two dowels, plus some epoxy.

 Battery
terminal detail.
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Our last comment relates to charging our dinghy batteries. We installed a socket (using the Anderson
Power-Pole connectors described in a previous issue of Currents) into which we plug a short pair of wires
ending in alligator clips. A switch sends the output from one of our solar panels either to this charging
socket, or to our main house batteries. We also added a meter (optional) that shows us the battery voltage
and how much current is going in. Some 12V lithium batteries are designed to charge at the same
voltages and currents as lead-acid batteries; we purchased this type so no alterations were needed from
our existing solar charge controllers.

After eight years, our attitude towards electric dinghy engines remains very positive. We love the lack of
maintenance and easy handling of the lightweight engine and battery. It feels good to be pollution-free
when motoring about, and we are fine with the associated trade-offs. We are happy to discuss electric
outboards further. Just catch us as we glide quietly by…

About The Author

Barb Peck & Bjarne Hansen

Hoku Pa'a - Niagara 35
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From 2004-2006 Barb and Bjarne sailed the South Pacific on Freya, their 30' Hunter-Vogel. Upon
returning to Victoria they have participated in the VI Watch and supported fleet members preparing to go
offshore. After some wonderful cruising in local waters they
headed south again in 2015. Hoku Pa'a, their Niagara 35, is ship-shape again after her unfortunate
encounter with Hurricane Newton, and Barb and Bjarne are now happily exploring the Sea of Cortez. 

_______________________________________________
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Postcards from A Caribbean Winter - Part 8, The Madeira
Islands

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/postcards-from-a-caribbean-winter-part-8-the-madeira-
islands/

In the previous article in this series, Rod finished cruising the Azorean archipelago. In this eighth of nine
articles Rod arrives in Madeira islands and shares his stories about these enchanted islands.

The arrival was dramatic. The evening sunlight was rapidly being occluded by an approaching squall that
was
overtaking us. The sunlit cliffs of Porto Santo Island created a forbidding back drop to the rolling swell,
white caps and slowly increasing wind speed, as we raced ahead of the squall to our destination. The
combination of a spectacular sunset, deteriorating weather and anticipation of landfall just made
everything that much more exciting. As we rounded the sheer cliffs at the eastern end of Porto Santo
Island, the seas gradually became calmer and we enjoyed the last few miles to Porto Santos harbour
watching the warm orange glow of the sunset slowly being swept aside by the large squall that would
soon envelope the Island. The first raindrops didn’t reach us until we started to drop the anchor.
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However, within the few minutes the well-rehearsed maneuvering and setting of the anchor bridle takes,
we got drenched. No problem, Oh!, had completed the 500 NM passage in just over 3 days and we could
dry off, enjoy a nice dinner and a calm night’s sleep inside the well protected man-made harbour of Porto
Santo. We would do the clearance procedures in the morning.

 The Madeira Islands are made up of four islands or small groups of islands, which are very different. We
enjoyed a beautiful sunset as we arrived at the well protected harbour of Porto Santo.

We had 6 days before our new crew would arrive in Funchal, the capital on the much larger main Island
of Madeira, so we decided to spend 5 days relaxing and exploring Porto Santo. Porto Santo is starkly
different to the Azores and the Island of Madeira. Like other very low islands we have seen on our
Atlantic circuit, Porto Santo is too low to capture abundant rain or moisture from the clouds on a
consistent basis. Therefore, it is essentially desert like. Much dryer than any other islands we had visited,
it is pretty much sand and volcanic rock, with very sparse vegetation, mostly dry grasses and the odd
cactus.

Evidence of the Island’s past as an active shield volcano was everywhere and stood out clearly with the
sparse vegetation. The dramatic scars of erosion, from fast running water along the hillsides, revealed the
multicolored layers of volcanic soils and sands; yet the erosion from flowing water seemed so out of
place for such a dry Island. It was clear Santos was not always dry. At times during storms, they must get
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some pretty intense but intermittent rainfall and subsequent runoff.

 The long beach at Porto Santo. Mosaic paving in the pedestrian plaza. One of the many seaside trails on
Santos along which we saw many examples of intricate sandstone erosion.

We were visiting Porto Santo at the end of the tourist season, so it was quiet and almost deserted. There
are fewer than 5,000 permanent residents, but during the height of the summer it swells to over 25,000.
As a result there were many boarded-up summer homes and seasonal beach bars, cafes and restaurants
that were closed for the season. That suited us just fine. We spent our time getting some long awaited “to
do’s” done; some interior refinishing of wood trim; sewing new Sunbrella covers for the port side,
inspecting and patching sails and cleaning up Oh!. We wanted to get as much done as we could before
the arrival of Tim and Greg, who would sail to the Canary Islands with us. Our visit wasn’t all work
though; a good hike, some wonderful walks into town, a dinner with our friend Sergio (who is from the
Canary Islands) and meeting new friends, Kikuyo and Hiroshi from Japan, gave us welcome breaks from
the endless “to do list”. It was fascinating listening as they explained how Japan created a phonetic set of
50 Japanese characters that allowed them to input their language, which has more than 20,000 characters,
into computers. We visited for several hours while enjoying wine, cheese and crackers and swapping tales
of our various sailing experiences and travels. They also shared some Japanese hazelnut and green tea Kit
Kat’s that were a big hit! Another shared cultural moment with a sweet ending – no pun intended.
Cruising is such a fun way to meet and greet people from all over the world.
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 A quiet afternoon in Porto Santo fabricating the port sunshade for use in the Caribbean. Portuguese
cheese and crackers, with Japanese hazelnut and green tea Kit Kats, yummy! One of the many incredible
public infrastructure works on Madeira Island is the Airport runway! Try a Google search of “aircraft
landings at Funchal” for some exciting videos.

The dramatic arrival was just a sampling of the next two weeks in the Madeira Islands. We were still in
Portugal, and the Madeiras have the same atmosphere as the Azores, only more upscale. There is a greater
sense of prosperity in the Madeiras and along with that, the prices are higher than what we had found in
the Azores. Also, the scale of public works is huge. Jaw dropping is a more appropriate description. The
most dramatic of these are the road networks and airport. From the mid-1990s through 2005, there was a
massive infrastructure investment from the European Community, and the Madeiras highway system was
built. There are miles upon miles of twinned tunnels cutting through the mountainous terrain, connected
by impressive bridges across the steep ravines. Coming from Canada, where this scale of construction
over a small distance does not exist, the road network left us constantly in awe. The new highway system
makes getting around quick and easy. Plus you can still get out onto the older roads to get a sense of how
much more difficult this was only a short time ago. The old roads are equally impressive though and offer
incredible vistas at a slower pace.

When we weren’t in awe of the man made alterations to Madeira, we were in awe of nature’s creations.
Massive cliffs, offshore spires, deep ravines and towering waterfalls are just the obvious eye candy.
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Garnish that with flora that runs the full breadth of the spectrum from wind swept alpine summits or lush
rain forests, to dry succulents on barren rocks and cliffs, then surround it with crystal clear waters…and
Madeira was a visual treat to tour. When the sun is hidden by the clouds, the seas reflect the color of the
skies above. For us, that was the grey of the cloud-filled skies, fringed with a light blue and white lace of
foaming water, as the powerful Atlantic waves crashed against cliffs and onto the shores. During heavy
rainfalls, the seas in the small bays would turn reddish brown from the sand and silt that poured into them
from rivers. Then just as quickly as they turned muddy brown, they would return to sparkling blue clear
waters when the sun returned and the sediment had settled.

 The rugged topography of Madeira Island required the construction of an impressive network of twisting
roads, tunnels and bridges. The bonus for us was dramatic views from almost every point on our island
tour.

Like the Azores, there are dozens of beautiful trails to hike and places to visit in the Madeira Islands. The
only drawbacks are the very limited anchoring possibilities, and relatively expensive and crowded
marinas. Due to the flow of transient yachts visiting Madeira enroute to the ARC, (Atlantic Rally for
Cruisers) it was difficult to find marinas with space for Oh!, and there are only 2 relatively exposed
anchorages as alternatives. Before leaving Porto Santo, it would be wise to ensure there is space at the
marinas on Madeira for your boat. Otherwise, a shift in weather that rules out the few anchorages could
make finding shelter quite difficult.
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The capital of Funchal is one of the most beautiful cities I have seen. The old city center is full of historic
buildings that have been beautifully restored. The white and black, hand-laid mosaic stone streets,
sculptures, botanical gardens, parks, cafes and a harbour front promenade, filled with gardens and art,
were captivating and very pedestrian friendly. On our last night there, Greg and Tim discovered a
restaurant and cafe district with dozens of theme restaurants. It was fascinating to explore the small
pedestrian alleys filled with open air seating, music, and paintings decorating the walls and doorways.

 The Madeira capital city of Funchal is very impressive with its fascinating market, abundant public art
works, large restaurant district and beautifully restored historical buildings.

The Rua De Santa Maria area was a smorgasbord of fine dining, attractive bars, bakeries and cafes at
every turn; the kind of place and experience that just keeps drawing you deeper in, not wanting to stop
until you have seen it all. A person could spend a summer just trying a different venue every evening and
still not exhaust the kaleidoscope of offerings. I am not a fan of eating out – but I must admit this area
fascinated me and even I thoroughly enjoyed the evening’s dining out. If ever back in Funchal, I will
definitely plan for a full day to just explore and enjoy the cafes and restaurants in the Rua De Santa Maria
area. The Market in Funchal was also a highlight; filled with colourful flowers, fruit, spices, local produce
and intriguing shops. The vendors offered us samples of their many varieties of passion fruit and other
fruits we had never seen before. It was a learning and culinary treat, made even more memorable by the
friendly vendors we encountered at every stall.
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 Public art is very prominent throughout downtown Funchal, especially along the waterfront and Rua De
Santa Maria area. It is a beautiful city to simply spend a few days exploring on foot.

Our stay at Madeira was short, only seven days. However, it has left us wanting to see more of this
beautiful Island and a firm desire to return. After our night out, the next morning we had to bid farewell to
Funchal and Madeira Island. Tim and Greg had flights home from the Canary Island of Lanzarote, so we
had to start moving.
First stop – Ilhas Desertas, a group of three elongated barren islands that are deserted, except for the Parc
Reserve Wardens at Chão da Doca. Once again, we were given a graphic lesson in local geography and
climate. Or, more simply put, height is everything when it comes to being an island. The Desertas Islands
have steep cliffs and flat tops that receive almost no regular moisture. They are barren and rocky. The
many stages of volcanism and erosion that formed these Islands has created stunning examples of what I
call the “art of nature” that were prominently displayed along the cliff faces.
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 Our visit to Ilhas Desertas was short but memorable. The islands are inhabited only by Park Wardens and
Naturalists that live in a wardens’ building on a small Fajã at the base of the steep cliffs. They were very
friendly and welcoming. We thoroughly enjoyed our guided tour of the Fajã, and displays discussing the
local flora, fauna and endangered species that inhabit these Islands.

Colours of black, greys, browns, reds and the infrequent green highlights from the hardy foliage that
managed to survive on these rocky shores and ledges, created giant murals that looked like works of art.
Nature’s sculptures and colours were even more spectacular in the warm glow of the setting sun. We only
stayed for a single afternoon and night, but really enjoyed our stay. The park rangers welcomed us and
introduced us to a visiting researcher from Lisbon. Monica, who spoke excellent English, was studying
the Petrels that are native to the Island. We had many laughs, as she would translate our questions and
quirky sense of humour to the park warden as we walked around the interpretive trail on the small Fajã on
which their buildings were built. A Fajã is any flat, or somewhat flat area, that can be built on. In the
Azores and Madeiras, it would be rare to find a Fajã that was not built on, due to the steep topography of
these Islands. The Fajã at Chão da Doca was the result of a massive landslide where the steep cliff had
given way at some point long ago. If not for that landslide, Ilhas Desertas would not have had any flat
coastal area to land at, or the small bay it created.

Monica gave us a tour of the restricted area that visitors were allowed to explore and talked about the
work she did, as well as the efforts being made to preserve the endangered species on and around the
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Island. There is a lot more to these “deserted islands” than meets the eye. In addition to the beautiful
volcanic geology, there are several endemic species of Petrels, lizards, endangered Monk seals and even a
tarantula that call these Islands their only home. We really enjoyed our time ashore, learning about the
Islands while chatting with Monica about her research and Carlos about the daily life of the rangers on the
Island. We talked about their two to three week shifts, as well as the flora and fauna they protect and
study. The bay we anchored in was barely large enough for two boats and had a very exposed feeling to
it. With towering cliffs to the east, a rocky shore to the north, rugged rocks and a reef to the west, it was
open to the south and southwest. However, it offered surprisingly good protection from the NE winds that
would accelerate down the steep coast of the Island and ocean swell that wrapped around the northern
end. We felt safe in our little bay, tied to the park mooring, but it was a lively night with the wind singing
in the rigging.

The next day we enjoyed a leisurely breakfast, then noon departure for the 150 NM overnight sail to the
Ilhas Selvagens (which translates to the “Savage Islands”). Our departure was timed so that we would
arrive shortly after sunrise at these rugged and remote Islands. The small group of islets that make up the
Selvagens have many rocks and submarine hazards and are not a place to arrive at in the dark. They
would be the last of the Portuguese islands we would be visiting before entering Spain at the Canary
Islands.

 The Ilhas Selvagens have a very remote and isolated feel that starts the moment you arrive at the rugged,
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rocky anchorage. That feeling of isolation simply enhances the setting of this island group and excitement
of visiting them. A Shearwater chick in its rocky burrow peers out at the camera. Hiking along the plateau
and being rewarded with a stunning sunset.

The Ilhas Selvagens, are composed of two small islands with the largest being just one square mile. Each
is surrounded by several very small islets and many rocks. Once again, there is very limited anchorage
available and there is only a small outpost housing the Park Wardens and Maritime Police presence on the
Islands. A special permit is required to visit these Islands and must be obtained in Funchal prior to
arriving at the Ilhas Selvagens. The entire area out to the 200 m depth contour is a Natural Reserve and
we were excited to be visiting this rugged and remote area. It was a wonderful surprise on arrival, to radio
the Island and find out they had a good mooring ball that we could tie to. The Selvagens Islands are well
known for poor holding in rocky anchorages.

When we arrived there was just one other boat in the small bay that was rimmed in foaming sea water, as
the swell wrapped around the Island from both sides. The winds that descend down the steep cliffs swirl
and fan in the little bay and any more than 2 or 3 boats would be pretty tight. Despite 2 to 2.5 m waves
crashing all around the Island, this little bay provided good protection from the strong NE winds and
swell we had arrived in; but it would quite nasty and dangerous in anything else. Oh! did not have the
rolling our neighbor had in his monohull, but we still felt the choppy sharp motion the refracted and cross
cutting swell created. It would be another lively night, but we had an Island to explore and were eager to
get going. With partially clouded skies reflecting grey seas, brisk winds, big waves breaking on the rocks
and steep cliffs all around us, the bay had a very remote and isolated atmosphere to it, even more dramatic
than the Ihas Desertas.

As with every island in the Azores and Madeiras, we had to check in. Once the formalities were
completed we were once again offered a guided tour by the Vigilante da Natureza (Park Rangers) of
Selvagem Grande. The guided hike took us up the steep cliffs to the plateau above, where long ago,
French settlers had made a futile attempt to colonize the Island. All that remains are several miles of
perfectly straight rock walls that divided up the plateau among the settlers. With essentially no natural
water catchment areas and low relief, their dreams were dashed and the Island eventually passed into the
hands of a single owner. Fascinated with the natural beauty and concerned about the flora and fauna,
some of which are endemic to just the Selvagens, the owner worked with the Portuguese government to
protect the Islands as a nature reserve and bird sanctuary that was established in the early 1970s. As we
finished our tour, the skies were becoming broken overcast, with multiple squalls passing close by to the
west. From the high cliffs, we were treated to stunning sights of the tiny rugged bay below and sun beams
fanning through the clouds on the horizon. The Selvagens are truly a special place, beautiful, isolated and
wild.
Our tour lasted several hours and we enjoyed the company of the ranger and the fellow Portuguese
yachtsman who visits the island regularly from Funchal in his sloop. In yet another of those fortuitous
encounters, he was a maintenance contractor for the highway tunnels built on Madeira Island. He was a
fountain of information and we talked extensively about the changes the highway system had brought to
the Island of Madeira. Life before the construction of the tunnels and high quality highways was very
different for many of the towns and villages outside Funchal. To my surprise, these tunnels that are up to
3.2 km long were drilled, blasted and excavated; they were not built with a boring machine. It was
fascinating to talk to him about the construction processes and hurdles that had to be overcome in
building that impressive network of roads on Madeira Island.
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After the hike we decided to stay and enjoy a “quiet” night on the mooring ball before departing for the
Canary Islands in the morning. Apparently it was anything but quiet – windy, choppy and rolling was the
description around the breakfast table the following morning – I guess I slept through that part. After a
good night’s sleep for the captain but not the crew, we enjoyed a leisurely breakfast. As soon as we
finished our breakfast, a Scottish cutter we had met while in Funchal appeared around the point. Upon
looking at our options and their’s, we decided to leave our mooring early so they could take it. They were
clearly pleased about our decision, which relieved them from having to anchor in a bay that is well known
for fouled anchors. It would also give them a chance to get some rest after a lumpy passage from Ilhas
Desertas, without worrying about possibly dragging their anchor in a small bay, surrounded by nasty
rocks. There is no doubt our paths will cross again before they join the ARC for their Trans-Atlantic
voyage in late November.

We were now cleared from the Portuguese Islands and on our way – next stop, The Canary Islands.

About The Author

Rod Morris

Oh! - 2006 Robertson and Caine Leopard 40’ Catamaran

Rod has been sailing Oh! throughout the eastern Caribbean for the past three seasons offering people the
chance to ”Sample the Cruising Lifestyle” and is currently completing an Atlantic Circuit. He has
enjoyed 8 Caribbean passages and 3 Atlantic Passages (including 1 solo) over the past 10 years. Rod is a
Professional Geologist, Gliderpilot and RYA Yachtmaster (Offshore) and has been a member of BCA for
3 years. Diane is a Nurse Educator, who loves to travel, explore and enjoy the outdoors. You can follow
their travels on Instagram at sv_oh, or find out how you can join them through their website:
www.cloudstocoral.com. They can be reached at info@cloudstocoral.com. 

_______________________________________________
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Artist Aboard!

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/artist-aboard/

Stopping in Hawaii on our way back to British Columbia, we discovered another Canadian-flagged yacht
tied up near us… the brilliant yellow vessel Island Prism. With little time in our schedule for a visit, we
agreed to meet up later when we reached Victoria.

Some weeks later, the little yellow boat appeared on Thetis Island at a BCA Rendezvous. We heard the
story of the sailing owners of Island Prism – Jim Shortreed and Andrea England. During Jim’s multi-
year voyage they had met in Tonga. They married in New Zealand where the appropriately-named
Andrea England (she’s British) was a primary-school teacher. The talk, beautifully illustrated both with
Andrea’s art work and photos from their sojourn through the Pacific to BC, culminated with a kiss.

About a month later, we realized that the little yellow boat was nestled right up against the main walk-
way at the Causeway Marina in Victoria (our harbour over the winter).

By November, we’d shared quite a few dinners together and I had looked through Andrea’s sketchbook
and seen some of her larger water colours, which I thought were tremendous. My mother was an art
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teacher and most of her art was done in the media of water-colour, and I know how difficult it is to
achieve first-class work. I decided that as a Christmas present Traversay III needed some additional art
works and that they should be a ‘lasting memorial’ to some of our greatest times on Traversay III. When
we can no longer sail, we will have these beautiful framed works on our walls. One picture shows 
Traversay III sailing the Northwest Passage and the other shows the boat anchored in the middle of
mountainous Patagonian Chile.

 The Northwest Passage through the eyes of an artist.

Andrea was commissioned to do the work and they would be our Christmas gift. Every Christmas we
serve dinner for eight people … we planned for Jim and Andrea to bring the paintings over as a surprise
early Christmas present for Larry. Once all the guests were ‘in’ and seated, the Island Prism crew joined
us for the dinner and Christmas carols.

The pictures were a huge success. We took photos during the dinner because I hoped to call on one of the
other talents Andrea had displayed in her sketchbook: a most attractive ‘homely’ scene of Island Prisms’
interior with pots and pans and clutter – all within an artistic perspective. We later asked Andrea if she
would be able to make an archival painting of our boat’s interior complete with the Christmas tree, the
ornaments, my piano, and the guests singing Christmas carols.

She recently presented me with a fantastic little artwork which ONLY an artist could manage. It was
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impossible to get this combination in a photo but Andrea succeeded in illustrating not only a view from
the galley with BOTH the interior and guests, but also looking forward across the bow towards the
Empress Hotel and the Christmas star gracing the forward rigging.

 Christmas gathering on Traversay III.

We feel lucky that we now have some beautiful archival paintings which will always remind us of some
of our greatest times aboard Traversay III.

You can see some of Andrea’s artwork on her website.

About The Author

Laurence Roberts and Mary Anne Unrau

Traversay III - Waterline 43', Cutter-rigged steel hull

Laurence and Mary Anne have sailed over 90,000 miles in the boat since her first launch. They have
crossed every meridian and reached latitudes from 65 S on the Antarctic Peninsula to 80 N at the
northwest tip of Spitsbergen. Ports of Call have included such diverse spots as Pitcairn, South Georgia,
Hamburg, Darwin and the Northwest Passage with lots of places between. 
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In 2013 they sailed from St. Katharines Marina, London in late March and voyaged to Victoria, British
Columbia in October via south English ports, the Irish Sea, the Hebrides, Iceland, Greenland, the
Northwest Passage and Alaska.

Their most recent voyage started and ended from with a departure from the Causeway Marina, Victoria in
mid-April 2014 in a North Pacific circuit with stops in Mexico, Hawaii, King Cove Alaska and a return to
Victoria heading south from a Canadian landfall in Prince Rupert. 

_______________________________________________
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Medical Insurance: To Have or Not to Have? (Part 1)

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/medical-insurance-to-have-or-not-to-have-part-1/

When Mike and Jacquie decided to sail south ‘til the butter melts’, one of the questions they were asked
is, “Are you going to carry medical insurance?” It was valid question, as both of them are in their late
50’s and Mike’s family has a history of heart attacks. In this first part of their article, they will introduce
their thinking around medical insurance and share one of the medical issues they had in Mexico. In part
2 of the article they will share a couple more medical issues they had to face, and their conclusion on this
very pertinent question: Should cruisers have medical insurance while cruising? So… stay tuned…

Cost of Medical Insurance

Before Mike retired, we looked at extending his work health insurance, but the cost was beyond our
cruising budget. It would have cost an additional $12,000 a year; about $1000/month for both of us to be
covered. This did not include dental or extended health. Since we were not going to be in BC for 6
months of the year, we decided to pay for basic health coverage from BC Medical at $150/month per
couple and go without travel insurance.

We did, however, decide that for the duration of traveling in the USA, we would have medical travel
insurance. The cost was about $300 for about 2 months. In Mexico, we would have a low interest, high
limit credit card to use for emergencies. We have traveled in Mexico before and knew that the health care
system is very good, with quality trained medical professionals. The costs in the USA compared to
Canada are stunning, but in Mexico it is very reasonable, hence the rational for relying on paying cash for
services if needed in Mexico.
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Medical History

Mike’s family medical history is riddled with cardiac issues. Mike’s parents both have or had heart
issues, with his father having had a triple bypass. In my family, we don’t have the same heart conditions
but we suffer from high blood pressure, which can lead to heart conditions. Mike and I both are on blood
pressure medications as well as cholesterol medicines. With this in mind, we decided to head to Mexico
with a year’s supply of prescriptions.

I also need to mention that 2 weeks before we left for Mexico, my doctor told me that I had a 9mm
kidney stone. It was frustrating, as I have been telling her for over a year that we would be leaving on an
extend trip on our sail boat to Mexico, and that we would not be near medical facilities for months at a
time while at sea or traveling. I asked her if it could be dealt with before we left BC, but she said that they
wouldn’t blast the stone. I asked her what I was to do if it started to pass and her response was, ‘You will
be in a lot of pain and to seek medical attention’. Remember that I had told her we are heading out on a
sailing adventure and won’t be near medical facilities. I guess she wasn’t listening.

With all this in mind we confidently headed south. Mexico here we come!

La Cruz, Mexico Heath Issue #1

 La Cruz, Mexico

The first time any health issues arose we were in La Cruz, Mexico. We had safely traveled through the
USA, without incident thankfully. In 2008 when we cruised through the USA, Mike ended up in Fort
Bragg emergency with a staph infection. They put him on an IV drip for 8 hours, total cost with our travel
insurance, $300. If we hadn’t had travel insurance it would have cost well over $3,000 USD for those 8
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hrs. Luckily, nothing like that happened while we were in the USA this cruise.

While Mike was the one with medical issues on the 2008 trip, this time in 2018, I’m the one who had
medical issues. In La Cruz I caught a cold, presumable from the air conditioning in the cruisers lounge
while attending a seminar on cruising to El Salvador. Since this is one of the things that we intend to do in
the future, we thought we should take advantage of the free seminar, not realizing that the room would be
so cold. I developed a serious sinus cold. I was stuffed up so badly I couldn’t breathe at night and was
self-medicating with Tylenol cold medications with a decongestant.

I also was medicating with allergy meds, something I don’t normally take, because in Mantechen Bay I
had over 100 JeJenei bites on my legs. I was so itchy and the bites had swelled so much that I self-
medicated.
These two issued on their own may not have been an issue except that I found out later with my blood
pressure meds I should never use a decongestant.

I was coughing so badly, I wasn’t sleeping and had a constant migraine from the strain on my sinuses.
One day while stepping off the boat, heading to the beach, my vision suddenly was covered with black
squiggly lines. It was so distracting that I couldn’t concentrate on where I was walking. It was
disorientating. Everywhere I looked all I saw was black squiggly lines. Mike had to guide me up the dock
and ramp to the marina office for a recommendation for a doctor in the area.

I was seriously scared that I was going blind. We had only arrived in La Cruz a few days before and we
didn’t have a feel for the area. Luckily for us, we met Kat at the top of the ramp. Kat is the La Cruz
marina manager and she could see that I was in distress. She gave us the name and number of a local
doctor. We called him on his cell phone, I described my symptoms and he told me that he thought I had a
detached retina.

What do we do? He said he would try to contact the optometrist that he uses for his kids, who is a
personal friend of his and also the leading optometrist in the Puerto Vallarta area, and call back in 15
minutes. While waiting to hear back from the doctor, I’m freaking out. What is this going to cost us? We
should have gotten travel insurance. I’m going blind. This will end our trip right here.
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 Hospital in Puerto Vallarta

If we were in home in Canada, I would not have gotten the response I did in La Cruz. The doctor called
back in 15 minutes and I had an appointment at 4 pm with the optometrist’s ex-wife, second best in the
area. We were an hour  away, but the cab driver didn’t know the hospital and we don’t speak much
Spanish, so we called the doctor who provided directions. What great service.

The Optometrist was very friendly, spoke very good English, and was very gentle and reassuring as she
examined my eye. She determined that I did not have a detached retina, but a small rupture in a blood
vessel next to the optic nerve. She wanted me to see her ex-husband about the small rupture, but that
everything else looked fine.

The Optometrist explained that as we age, the fluid in our eyes, vitreous, dries out and we get black
floaters, sometimes these can be quite severe and cover your entire vision. I was lucky that it cleared and
only have one smaller black floater that comes and goes from my vision in my right eye. The blood vessel
that ruptured caused the initial black squiggly lines and my body reabsorbed the blood cells,

I also had a follow-up appointment with the General Practitioner who had referred the optometrists. I
learned from this doctor that a decongestant should never be used in combination with my blood pressure
pills. He provide me with a prescription for the extremely bad sinus cold, that would work with my blood
pressure prescription. Within days my cold subsided and the black squiggly lines diminished. So word to
the wise, be careful self-medicating. A small thing like a cold could lead to other complications.

The total cost, including the two specialists seen within 3 days of the initial contact, meeting with the GP
and prescriptions drugs for the cold and for my eye was 3,500 pesos, about $250 CAD. With the panic of
a detached retina over, we continue on our trip south to Chamala, Tenacatita and Barra de Navidad
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unsuspecting that we would soon end up with another medical emergency.

Stay tuned for Part 2 of this article to be published next month!

About The Author

Mike and Jacquie Champion

Angelique of Vancouver - Coast 34

We have been living aboard our Coast 34 cutter rigged sail boat since we purchased her in 1994, a total of
25 years. In 2008 we coastal hopped down to Mexico and sailed around the Sea of Cortez for 10 months
before we had Angelique of Vancouver shipped back to BC via Dockwise transport. Nine years later we
again headed down to Mexico this time sailing 150-180 miles offshore from Port Angeles to San
Francisco. We are currently cruising the Pacific side of Mexico and have plans to sail to Panama and the
Caribbean. 

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Island Cruising Experience (VICE) 2019

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vancouver-island-cruising-experience-vice-2019/

There is no preparation for going offshore quite like being offshore. You can do this by joining VICE
(Vancouver Island Cruising Experience).

VICE is a multi-day (usually 2-3 days) shakedown cruise for BCA members in good standing that gives
participants a chance to test their boat and themselves – cooking, eating, sleeping, using offshore systems,
communicating and keeping watch at sea – the skills needed when offshore. VICE also provides an
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opportunity to practice manoeuvres like heaving to and deploying a drogue or storm anchor – best
practised before Mother Nature puts you to the test!

VICE 2019 starts with boats gathering in Bamfield on or prior to July 20. The plan is to depart on July 20
(depending on weather) and sail to an offshore point approximately 100nm out into the Pacific and back
in an effort to experience a proper taste of going offshore. The specific destination (GPS coordinates) will
be finalized a bit closer to the time, depending on forecasted weather.

If you are interesting in learning more about VICE, reading past reports from cruisers who have tried it
out, or want to sign up (or put your name down as crew), please join the VICE Group.  Please note that
you must be logged in to view the VICE page.

 How to join the VICE group

To register for VICE 2019, please follow the process outlined on the website.  Questions can be directed
to Dave and Karon Wilson, this year’s VICE coordinators.

_______________________________________________
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Anchorages and Appies: Peterson Cup Cruising Rally 2019

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/anchorages-and-appies-peterson-cup-cruising-rally-2019/

Mark your calendar! Time to cast off the bowlines and and sign up for the annual Peterson Cup Cruising
Rally (PCCR) which takes place this summer from Saturday, July 27 to Thursday, August 1.

All BCA members are invited to this unique and fun sailing event in memory of Past Commodore, Lex
Peterson, whose legacy is “do it and get out there, BCA sailors, while you still can!”  For those who are
unsure what this annual cruising rally is all about, here it is:

First and foremost, a cruising rally for those who are looking for some great local sailing and fun
this summer
Voyage-friendly for anyone of any gender; sailors, single-handers, female skippers, power
boaters, and everyone in-between, be they old, young, with or without kids, Dreamers, Doers and
Doners!
All about fostering seamanship and friendship for people with an active interest in “inshore”
cruising
A reflection of BCA’s values: Community, Sharing, Adventure, Inspiration
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More information about the history of the PCCR can be found in this Currents article published in 2018.

 Heather being awarded the Peterson Cup.

Where and When

Once again, the waters, islands, nooks and crannies of the Salish Sea will be the backdrop (playground)
for this year’s rally.

Heather Marshall (Mischief) and Peter McMartin (Cookie Cutter), both previous winners of the Peterson
Cup, are co-coordinating the Peterson Cup fleet which will gather as per tradition in Mark Bay, off
Protection Island, Nanaimo, on Saturday, July 27.  The Dinghy Dock Pub on Protection Island will be the
first official meeting place, at 1600h, and the Fleet will then set sail on Sunday morning.

The rally officially ends on Thursday, August 1  – just in time for everyone to head to Port Browning on
Friday for the start of the annual BC Day weekend rendezvous.  The coveted Peterson Cup will be
awarded to the rally winner at the Rendezvous.

How to Register
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Please confirm your intent to participate by registering in advance of the rally; payment of $10 per person
is due at the start of the rally.  If you need more info, contact Heather Marshall and/or Peter McMartin.

_______________________________________________
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August Rendezvous: Port Browning, Pender Island

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/august-rendezvous-port-browning-pender-island-2/

Mark your calendar for the BCA August Rendezvous, hosted by the Vancouver Chapter, at Port
Browning Marina Resort, Pender Island on August 3-5, 2019! Here is the schedule for the weekend:

Saturday August 3rd

9am: registration over coffee and pastries
After registration, start your treasure hunt
5pm: “Appie Hour” invites trading stories, singing shanties and a prize for the most treasures

Sunday August 4th

9am: morning coffee
Walk to the village, or take part in the frolicking games
Tug ‘o war, blind dinghy race, floating lunch, quizzes, silent auction, or check out those gorgeous
boats with the tea towel invitation
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5pm: Traditional Pot luck dinner with Roast beef supplied by the Port Browning Marina. Prize for
the best costume: “Subtle Treachery in the South Sea Islands”
Farewell to those going offshore

Monday August 5th

Morning roll call before departure

As usual, please remember to bring your own cutlery, napkins, plates, bowls, cups, etc to the potluck and
happy hour events.

Open boat:  if your boat is open for visitors at anytime during the weekend, run a tea towel up your
rigging and get to know other BCA members.

RSVP here before Friday, July 25 and email Jaqualine Roussin with your boat name and expected
number of crew to ensure we can plan for food and activities.

Contact Port Browning Marina for further information about possible moorage on the dock at (250)
629-3493. Camping is also available.

 

_______________________________________________
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